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The graduating Class of '95 will soon be bidding Xavier farewell as
they head off in new and exciting directions. For details on the
commencement ceremony as well as words of advice from some
graduates, see pages 2, 4, 5 and 7.
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If~ fun~ to graduate
·Baccalaureate Mass for graduating students will be held Friday,
May 12, at8p.m. at the St. Peter in Chains Cathedral. The church
is located at 8th and Plum Streets in downtown Cincinnati.
A reception will follow on campus in the Main Dining Room ofthe
University Cent.er.
The commencement exercises will begin at9 a.m. at the Riveifront
Coliseum. Students are reminded to arrive between 7:45 and 8:15
a.m. to p1·epare for the ceremonies.
Guests may enter at the plaza level of the Riverfront Coliseum ..
Guests are asked not to enter thmugh the graduates' entrance.
Seats will be available on a first come-first serve basis.
A reception for graduates and their guests will be held outside
the Coliseum at Yeatman's Cove on the river.

Students flock to fest
STYUKA, the Earth Day celebration was held Sunday, April 23,
in the Xavier Armory·.
The event was moved indoors after a cold front brought frigid
temperatures into the area. Bob Bixby, Brockman hall director,
said regardless of the weather almost 300 people turned out at the
event, including about 150 College Friends.
Local bands inchidingBrian Lovely and the Secret, Psychodots,
and Mr. Scarlett's Plume were on stage to entertain Earthday
participants.
"Both Xavier bands, Black.Jack and Shiloh seemed to be the
favorites of the crowd, but they were all spectacular," Bixby said.
Proceeds from STYUKA will benefit the local chapter of Boy
Scouts of America.

Pro-life charter OK'd
Recently the student senate voted not to pass the Students For·
Life's duh charter after it was presented to them.
It was apparently not in line with SGA guidelines and therefore
could not he passed.
It also contained statements which several senators found to he
controversial.
At the senate meeting on Monday, April 24, Students For Life
presented the Senate with a new charter which met these bruidelines
and the senate voted to pass the charter. All but one senator voted
to pass the club's charter.
Each year, Xavier clubs must go to the senate and ask for a recharter to receive funds for their organizations to operate.
-Virginia Sutcliffe

Going without food
Famine struck Xavier yesterday when 247 on-campus students
gave up all three daily meals in the Caf and Grill. All the food they
would have eaten will he donated to Tristate Harvest, a non-profit
organization that distributes food to local soup kitchens and homeless shelters. Students for Life organized the Xavier Famine with the
assistance of Campus Dining Services. Participating students
voluntarily provided their meal card numbers with the understanding that they would he unable to use their cards Tuesday in the
campus dining facilities.
-Je81e Lahey
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Cable arrives on campus in fall
connected to
the cable
system.
BY JoT DAVIS
THE XA'.VIER~NEWSWIRE ·. '""''' Educational. ,
channels
such as,.TJte,
Learning
Cable television will be
installed in the residence halls'. . Channel,
Arts and
and classrooms during the
Entertainsummer break.
ment, CNN,
Ron Slcpitza, vice-president
· ....and both Cof student development, said
.
photo. y Romon eJeKus
Students will be able to tune into several new TV
Spans will be
the action is being taken due to
channel.~ next semester after Xavier installs cable.
students' request and a move by seen on the
classroom
the university to provide more·
it on one of the Xavier chancable circuit.
information to students in the
nels," Slepitza said. "These
In
addition
to
the
classage of the "information superchannels
will make students
rooms,
the
residence
halls
will
highway."
aware
of
what's
going on."
be
wired
with
the
educational
"As we move into the
The
university
cable system
channels
as
well
as
entertaininformation age, computer
will
also
be
offering
a movie
ment
channels
such
as
MTV,
access to tl1e residence hall
channel.
TBS,
CMT,
USA,
plus
the
local
rooms is more and more
The channel will show two
channels that serve the Cincinimportant," Slepitza said.
movies
every weeknight and
nati area.
The new cable to the rooms
three
movies
on the weekends.
"The
residence
hall
cable
will allow students with perThe
cable
system being
package
will
be
basically
like
sonal computers to access the
installed
at
Xavier
is the
the
system
that
serves
the
capabilities that currently can
university's
own
and
has no
Cincinnati
area,"
Slepitza
said.
only be utilized in the Xavier
connection
with
any
of
the area
Xavier
is
also
offering
four
of
academic computer labs.
cable
companies
such
as
its own channels on the cable
Slcpitza also said the
Warner cable.
installation of cable is due to the system. These channels will
Signals will be received from
give campus information and
recmitment of students.
satellites
located on campus and
events to the students.
"Believe it or not, many
sent
directly
to the classrooms
"Instead of putting up fliers
students look at little things like
and
residence
hall rooms.
all over campus for student
cable when choosing a univerSlepitza
said
the new cable syssity."
related events, you can now go
tem
will
not
cost
anything to the
Classrooms in Alter Hall and
to the TV studio and make a
students.
other academic buildings will be commercial or bulletin, and see

Heather Ullrich: head of the class
BY VIRGINIA SUTCLIFFE
THE XAVIERNEWSWIRE

The valedictorian of the 1995
graduating class is Heather
Ullrich. Ullrich will be one of the
many people delivering a speech
at this year's graduation ceremony.
Heather is a 22-year-old ac-.
counting major from Grafton,
Wis.
In her free time she enjoys
being active in intramural sports
·such as basketball. And she occasionally likes to run.
Heather is currently the president of the Accounting Society.
She is also a member of Delta
Sigma Phi, Alpha Sigma Nu and
Junior Achievement.
After college, Ullrich will begin her job at Proctor and
Gamble, one of Cincinnati's ma-

Heather ll/lric/1
jor corporations, in the Internal
Controls Department.
UUrich's most memorable experience at Xavier came from her
experience as an RA for two years.
One year, a girl on her wing
died and she said it was a difficult
time, but through it she saw how
people pull together.
"The experience really showed
me how something positive can
come from something negative. It

really was a sign of the tremendous community aspect of
Xavier," Ullrich said.
Ullrichsayswhatwillstaywith
her most are the people she has
met here at Xavier and their diversity.
"The most valuable thing
Xavier gave to me are my friends
and everything I have learned
from them," Ullrich said.
The theme of Ullrich's commencement speech is basically
about making a difference.
When asked how she felt about
this honor, Ullrich said it was a
surprise and something she ever
expected.
"I am very honored and excited about it. It is not something
I e~er imagined I'd be doing. I
think there are many other people
as deserving of this honor, if not
more," Ullrich said.
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Notes
"Maya Angelou, beca~ we are
celebrating 25 years of women at
XaVier "imd she would be an mspirational speaker."
Damon Jones ..
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..Harrison Ford. He's a
good actor."
·Chris Kelly
sophomore

sopliomoa:e

..George Clinton."
John Thompso~
freshman

"Anybody but Newt Gingrich."

..David Letterman. He'd
give us a top ten list."
Pete OwendofT
senior

Thurs., April 20, 1 a.m. .,
A student in the new hall reported that
her keys and ID's were stolen from the
stage area in the Downunder.

Fri., April 21, 6:20 p.m.
A student reported that someone had
broken out the right rear window of his
car .
Sat., April 22, 1:20 a.m •
A student was cited for having a fake
Vermont I.D.

Sun., April 23, 1:30 a.m.
A student reported returning to his rootn
and finding it trashed. Suspects have
been identified and will be dealt with by
the administration.

·"Newt Gingrich."

Ifyou have any information regarding
Colleen· Knecht
jumor

Melanie Buckley
freshman

these crimesplease callSafety andSecurity at X-1000.

cqmpiled by Jeff Davia
photo& by Megan E. Miller

Transformation of Ledgewood
to new mall slated to begin

Helping the people
of Oklahoma City

Xavier's Campus Ministry is coordinating a relief effort fund for the victims of
the Oklahoma City bombing.
The money collected will be split up and
sent to the Catholic Social Service and the
Slepitza said this summer's
American Red Cross in Oklahoma City.
project will he followed by the
Chris Potter, director of Campus Minrenovation of the existing acaistry,
said coffee cans will be in locations
BY JEFF DAVIS
demic mall which stretches past
around campus. She is asking students,
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Mcl)onald Library and Alter
faculty and staff to donate money.
Hall: That project is slated to
"It's a lot easier to send money out than
begin in the summer of 1996 and
it is to send canned goods or something like
By the timeXavier students
be finished by the time students·
that," Potter said.
return for school in the fall
return for the fall semester'
· There will also he people in front of the
part of,Ledgewood Avenue will
semester. The remaining part of
cafeteria to collect donations.
Ledgewood Avenue stretching
have already been transformed
Potter said the money received during
into a new "mall."
from the barrier by University
the next two student masses will go to the
The portion ofLedgewood
center up to Dana Avenue will he
Xavier effort to help Oklahoma City.
transformed into a mall in three
Ave. stretching from the
During tlze summer vacation, construction creros wiO deThe ·masses are Sunday nights at 10
or four years, according to
barricade by the Health and
molish LedgewoodAvenue and conairuct a new maU.
p.m.
Slepitza. The connection of this
Counseling Ce.iter down to the
As of 3 p.m. Tuesday, April 25, the
summer's work on Ledgewood and the
barricade by the new hall will be
Xavier effort had collected over $300.
future construction on the avenue will
uprooted and a ~alkway sintilar to the
Slepitza calls the project ''one of the
Potter said people are invited to send
result in Xavier's second full mall.
most·spectacular changes of Xavier's
existing academic mall will be installed.
cash or checks to Campus Ministry. At:
···An artist rendition of the new
Ron Slepitza, vice-president of
time."
1617 Herald Avenue, ML2411.
Ledgewood
mall shows benches, trees,
The
construction
is
the
first
step
of
student development,
said,
"This
will
be
.
.
Checks should be made payable to Camand areas for students to study sprawled
Xavier's Vision 2000, the plan which
a substantial change, making a street
pus Ministry.
across it. "This will give Xavier a
calls for renovations of classrooms and
into a campus green."
Potter said the Xavier effort to help
complete campus instead of having
the University Center, replacement of
The work will begin immediately
Oklahoma was suggested by student J~y
streets separate the academic and
the existing academic mall, and the
following the closing of the spring
Smith.
residential .portions of the campus,"
- construction of a new basketball arena
semester and will be complete by the
by Jeff Davia
Slepitza said.
on campus.
time the fall semester begins.
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With perfect four point GPAs, these five departing seniors offer words of inspiration

1995 Valedictory Addresses
Laura Ring, College of Arts and Sciences.
Major: English
Minor: Philosophy
Father Hoff, members of the faculty,
family, friends, and the Class of 1995:
In the 1991 yearbook of a small-town
high school, there is a picture of a young
man and woman holding handfuls of
money. The title underneath reads "Most
Likely to Succeed." Every time I see that
picture I have to laugh. For one, those
handfuls of money are only a bunch of
dollar hills. Secondly, I know that at least
for that girl, ther~ should be another title"Most fearful of failure."
When I walked onto Xavier's campus in
the summer ofl991 I was excited and filled
with hopes and expectations. But when I
was left alone in my room, I was intensely
afraid. I was afraid no one would like me.
I was afraid that I would come home with
terrible grades. I was afraid that I would
never make it-never get a good job and
never make good money. In other words,
I was frightened by things thatdidn'tm~tter at all.
"
I wish I could tell you that after four
years I'm no longer afraid of failure, but I

can't. What I can say is that I'm no longer
afraid of failing at the things that aren't
important.·
For me, success has always had a slightly
different meaning than the one most people
give it. Although I've carried this special
definition with me since high school, it
dido 't really become true for me until I
learned about myself, and a little about
life, during my college career.
My definition of success is based on the
story on an old friend of mine. By all
worldly standards, my friend was a loser.
He wasn't attractive. He didn't wear
brand-name clothes-in fact, even· his
name was generic. As far as I know, he
never made a profit in his life. He associated with all the wrong people. Even his
own hometown threw him out. He was ·
homeless, and in the eyes of the world,
worthless. When his final hour of need
came, the handful of real friends that he
did have left him to die alone. How then
was I his friend? Well, I didn't know him
until after he rose from the dead. My

friend's name is Jesus Christ and he's the
greates success that has ever walked this
earth. He wasn't CEO ofa major corporation, hedidn 'tcarcaboutmoncy at all. His
high school class would probably have
voted him "Most Likely to Annoy People."
Though he had many followers, he made
many enemies. He didn't go to Yale or
Harvard, or even Xavier University. He
dido 't even have a college degree. But he
had enough wisdom to fill all the college
libraries in the world, and then some.
Jesus is a success not because ofwhat he
did for himself, htitwhathedidforothers.
This is what true success means. Success is
nothavingagreatjob, or making money or
earning grand titles. None of those things
say anything about your worth as a human
soul. If all that you do is only for you, then
you are still failing at being a human being. .
So I leave you with ·my definition of
success, borrowed from Ralph Waldo
Emerson. I think Jesus would like it too.
To laugh often and much; to win the
respect of intelligent people and the affec-

lion of children; to earn the appreciation
of honest critics and endure the betrayal of
false friends; to appreciate heatity, to find
the best in others; to leave the world a bit
better, whether by a healthy child, a garden patch or a redeemed social condition;
to know even one life has breathed easier
because you have lived. This is lo have
succeeded.
Remember as you leave this place and
prepare to start a new chapter of your
lives-success is not living well, it is living
right.
I have many to.thank for helping me
learn this lesson. Above all I thank God for
giving me the faith to endure four long
years. I also thank my family and friends
for their unconditional love and support.
Finally, I thank my professors for giving
·me the op1>ortunity to learn and encouraging me to purs~~ ihe greatest work of my
life-the cultivation of my soul. Thank
you and congratulations Class of 1995.
May you all find success in whatever you
do.

Matthew Fette, College of Business Administration
Major: Information Systems
I want to thank the Academic Deans, and the univeristy,
for having named me as valedictorian. To be valictorian
at any university's graduation ceremony is truly a great
honor, but it means even more to me that the university is
Xavier. We can all be proud of the fact that we have now
graduated from a school renowned for its high academic
standards and its commitment to ethics and moral values.
The degrees we are to receive here today are not gifts
bestowed upon us by the university. Rather, they are the
reward for all the work and hardship we have, to this
point, endured in pursuit of the opportunity to make
something better of ourselves and our lives; the opportunity to succeed. We have all pursue~ this opportunity, in
our own unique way, down different paths. Yet, today, all
our paths intersect here, at this moment in time, our
graduation time! Today is the day to celebrate the
common achievement of a major milestone in our lives.
From this day forward, o~r paths will most likely lead
us in different directions. So this day, this great and
happy day in our lives, is also a day of ~eel emotions. A
day we must say good-bye to many of the friends we have
made over the last several years, and to Xavier itself, a
place, I am sure, many of us associate with some very fun
and happy .memories, not to mention oecasionaI high
levels of teat anxiety.

many believe ethical behavior precludes· them from success.
Many of our ventures in pursuit of new opportunities
will not be met with the same degree ofsuccess that we have
all achieved here today. In fact, we are destined to suffer
countless setbacks and many failures over the cours of our
live~. We need to learn from these expereiences, but we
must riot allow ourselves to linger on them. If we cannot
move beyond the disappointments in our lives, we accept
them as our future, allowing ourselves to become life's
.observers rather than its particip1mts, second guessing
our own every move. Life works out best for those who are
not afraid to follow their dreams, through good times and
bad,.and who are willing to work to realize them.
It's important as we go our separate ways and begin
Everyone would like to say they have a college degree.
. building our individual careers that we remember our Many, due to their particular situation, will never have
experi~nces at Xavier, both in and out of the class;oom. the nieans to pursue that opportunity. Others, who
Our educationai experience at Xavier was not just facts possess the means for pursuit, will choose the status quo,
and figures. It was also ethics and ·morals; not shoved the seemingly easy way. The people graduating here today
down our throats, hut reasoned to us. We, as grad~ates have shown that, gvien the means, they are willing to work
of Xavier, have an obligation to conduct our lives in an hard, and to go the distance, in order to realize their
ethical and moral Cashion whether in dealings with our dreams. Todayisanewbe~nningforus,anditwasalong,
families and friends, or in business. By our example long time in coming. I wish all of you the best ofluck in the
others will realize that it is possible to be both successful pursuit offuture opportunities and in the realization of all
and ethic81. Thia is especially important in a world where your dreams. Good-bye and good luck9 everybody! ·
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1995 Valedictory Addresses
Theresa White, College of Business Administration
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Major: Accounting
Distinguished guests, faculty, easily, nor by our standards
family, friends and Xavier Uni- alone. In our lives, there are
versity Class of 1995:
many ways to be successful that
As I thought about what to cannot be ·measured in dollars,
say, one idea continually came to including serving and helping othmind: "to succeed you must be- ers.
lieve, and we believe." I learned
. We could not have made it
this phrase in high school but I past all of the obstacles to this
feel it also applies to our brradua- moment without confidence that
tion celebration.
we co.:.Id overcome any difficulAccording ~o Webster's, to ties. "T.o succeed you must besucceed is "to attain a desired · lieve" that you can accomplish
object or end." Obviously, we any goal that you set for yourself.
have all succeeded at a common ·We could look to history for exgoal, the goal of graduating from amples but many can be found in
Xavier University. Along the our own Xavier family. There
way, there have been many other are graduates that have overcome
successes as well as setbacks, joys the challenge of balancing a famalong with sorrows. Through our ily' school and work "'.hile pursuJesuiteducation, wehavelearned ing their dreains of a college eduthat success cannot be measured cation. Another example that

.comes to mind is our men's basketball team. Although written
off by many this season, they finished unbeaten in conference play
and provided us with a great year.
We can find many similar stories
in our own lives, such as summoning the courage to voice our
opinions on difficult issues both
inside and outside the classroom.
To achieve you must not only
believe in yourself, but that someone is standing behind you. As
John Donne said, "No man is an
island, entire ofitself; every man
is a piece of the continent, a part
of the main." We are all a part of
God's family just as we are all a
part of the Xavier family. Belief
that God is walking with us sustains many ofus through the tough

Christopher Hazard
College of Arts and Sciences
Major: ·Applied Physics
Minor: Mathetnatics
Today we celebrate our graduation ournewdiscoveriesandaccomplishments
from Xavier University. For many this are shared with the Xavier community.
day was long awaited and for many it We have the potential to do great things
seems like a sad ending. As graduates of and we are called to meet that potential.
Xavier University, we must use our knowl- Our success is not measured by the job we
edge and skills to make a difference in the have or the money we make. Instead,
world. We must be servants to society and success is measured by·the lives we touch
share the gifts that God has given us and and the people we help. Each of us is an
that Xavier has helped us to develop. individual and the way we contribute is
With our degree comes opportunity and unique,butweallmustgiveofourselves.
responsibility. We have the opportunity
Graduation· docs not represent the
to make our lives rich and full, ·and we end of our education. We have only
have the responsibility to shar.e that rich- begun to learn about the world around
ness with others. It is this sense ofrespon- us. Edward L. Friedman said, "There is
sibility that sets Xavier apart from many nothing easier for a young person today
other schools.
than to attend college and nothing harder
Mter this celebration we will.each go than to get an education." In today's
our separate ways. With us we take the · competitive society a college degree is a
memories of our time here at Xavier. We · necessity; not an advantage. According
will share these memories with each other to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 18
for' the rest of our lives. But graduation million people will graduate from college
doesnomeanthatwearenolongerapart between 1992 and 2005, while only 14
of the Xavier community. It simply means million college level jobs will be available.
that we have a· new role; we are Xavier · -The broad based liberal arts education
Alumm. As Alumni we have an obligation that we have received at Xavier will allow
to make Xavier a better plac~. There are us to adapt quickly and continue to learn:
many ways we can accomplish this goal, This flexibility can be the competitive
but most importantly we must continue to edge we need to succeed. .
strive to be the beat that we can be. AD. of

times, such as loss of a family
member. Through our Jesuit
education, we have learned not
only about history, psychology or
accounting but also about using
our gifts to help those who have
not been blessed with the same
opportunities that we have had.
. "To succeed you must believe,
andwebelieve" thatwecancount
on others as well as God. To me,
the "we" are my family, friends
and professors who have supported me and I would like to
thank them for their love and
encouraging words. Throughout
the world, we can see that no one
can succeed alone. · Nelson
Mandela could not have worked
to end apartheid without the support of others. All of us have

someone whom we can turn to
when in need of a hug after receiving bad news, a shoulder to
cry on after an argument, or a
night out of fun after a stressful
week. The "we" also reminds us
that we should be there for others as well. Our education and
experiences at Xavier have
taught us that success also comes
from helping other·s.
As we now move on to other
areas of our lives, let us not'l'orget the lessons we have learned,
the friends we have made, and
the challenges we have conquered. Congratulations to the
Class of 1995 and best of luck in
all of your future endeavors.

Jun-Min· Heur
.

-

College of Arts and Sciences
Majors: Mathetnatics, Natural Sciences
Minors: Chetnistry, Physics
It amazes me that the last four years horse, and all his neighbors commented
have gone by so fast. I still remember the on his good luck. However the old man's
day I moved into Kuhlman Hall in August only reply was, "Good luck? Bad luck?
ofl991. It rained that day which I took to Who knows ... " The next day his son was
he a bad omen, but thankfully my experi- riding the horse when he fell and broke
ences have proved to be otherwise. Many his leg. This time all the neighbors comevents of the last four years, some happy mented on his bad luck. Once again, the·
and others not so happy, have strongly · old man's only reply was, "Good luck?
influenced our lives. Through it all, I have Bad luck? Who knows ... " The next week
learned the importance of appreciating life a war broke out, and the local warlord
in itself. Life is easy to appreciate during came by to conscript all the able-bodied
the happy moments, but during those not young men of the village. Since the old
so happy ones, life can be very difficult. man's son could not wald, he was allowed
Through it all, life goes on. I realized this to remain in the village with his father.
I think that one of the messages of the
jtist this past year, and it has helped when
I was not certain what I would be doing in story is that the futujre can be very un- ·
the fall. I was having nightmares about predictable. Not everything in the future
standing on a street corner with a sign will go according to our plans. However
which read, "College grad, will work for -I believe that our experiences at Xavier
_food." For nearly a week this spring, I was have adiquately prepared us to deal with ·
very depressed, and I was having many the uncertainties of the future. We may
doubts about myself. I was fortunate in not.be able to resolve all the uncertai~
that I have good friends who helped me out ties, but I am confident that we will be
during the tough times. During the week I able to deal with them in such a way as to
remembered a story that my mother once get on with our lives. So I think that if we
told me, and I would like to share it with have good friends and understand that
life goes on, we will be able to overcome
you.
There was a poor old farmer who lived many obsta~les in our lives.
with his son in China. One day he found a
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THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
. School is almost out and I, like most of
.. you, will soon be spending the hot days of
summer fishing in the many bodies of water
this great country has to offer.
-. But before we leave I'd like to ~ve""a. few
tips to our departing seniors who have to go
out and get a real job now: For the rest of
you, I'll see you in the fall. Whether you like
it or not, I'll be here for another two years.
l don't claim to be that Confucius guy,
but I do think my words of advice may help
you sometime down the road. Here they
are:

1. If you have a hard time finding employ.· °'ent ~ve me a call. My friend Earl always has
. the "Help Wanted" sign hanging on the door at
his Swifty gas station back in my hometown of
Evansville, IN. If you don't like that type of
work, I've got connections with Sonny Bub ha
down at Hobo's Barbecue.
2. Ifyouareofferedajobinthenortheastern
part of the country in a place like Boston or New
York, don 1t take it. You won't be able to
understandawordthey'resayingupthere. The
people talk so fast they sound like auctioneers
and if you ask them to repeat what you didn't
under.stand they'll probably get mad and scream
at you. _
3. If something goes wrong and you get upset
byit,don'tlieonthegro_undkickingandscream-

ing; You're twenty-something years old. You'll
look pretty stupid.
4. Don't forgetto call your mom. Many people
wish they still could.
5. If you start feeling the pressures of the
"Real World" and get stressed out, grab a bottled
Coke,gositonyourfrontporch,andlistentothat
song "Sittin' at the Dock of the Bay." This will
cure all the ills in the world.
6. Finally, no matter how far you go in life, no
matter how niuch money you make, no matter
who your friends are and how many you have, it
doesn'tmatterifyoubecomethepresidentofthe
biggest company on earth or even president'of the
United States, because only one thing will determine the attendance at your funeral: the weather.
God bless y'all. Have a great summer.

This is our last goodbye ...
BY CINDY MARKWELL

GUEST COLUMNIST

Three years ago I wrote my first
column for The Newswire. Now I write
my last .. At the time of the first column I
was having a hard time believing I was in
college. Graduation, another unimaginable event, was· a liftime away. As I attend
my last few classes I wonder where my
years went. They seemed to have sped by
so quickly, and at the same time the days
and weeks crept by as I struggled to read
thousands of pages and write paper after
paper.
My immediate reaction as graduation
approaches .is - I don't want to go! I
want to stay and sit on a bench (smoking
my cigarette!) and watch the people walk
by.
I am going to miss your smiles and
hellos and ihe acceptance so many showed

me over these last four years. I w~t to know
how your futures work out and what you are
doing five years from now. In some ways I
adopted many of you who touched my lif~; I
guess I just· .ouldn 't keep my mothering .
ifistinct out of the way·~ the time.
-..
I want to say thank you to everyone who
treated me just like another student over the
years. Many times I felt like I really was only
19! What a wonderful gift you have given me
with your friendship and conversations. I am
sure the other seniors understand why I have
very ambivalent and bittersweet feelings. One
period in our lives is ending and it is time for
new beginnings.
We are leaving this place that has worn us
out and pushed us beyond anything we
thought we could do. These have been years
that have demanded much from us, hut which
have also given much to us. Yes, dear
professors, we have learned. And I can
honestly say my mind is more open and

accepting than when I started.
As we (mish these last few weeks and our
rmal finals, look around you and savor each
moment; These times will not come again and
we will never see many of these people again.
They have been passing gifts in our lives.
Cherish them.
It's flinny, there were so many columns I
wanted to write this year. Many flickered
through my mind but that was all the time I
had for them. I wanted to write about the
Republican Congress, OJ - Did he or dido 't
he? Smoking, Bosnia and Rwanda, mothers
who are killing their children and children who
kill. There was no time.
I hope you freshmen, sophomores, and
juniors get involved with Tl1e Newswire and
write about all those things that are important
to you. If something touches you and makes
you feel, share it. It is probably important to
many others too.

Letters to the editor
More than a box
of chocolates
When I last wrote to The Newswire, I was
cA11ressing my concern ~bo~t the apathy
ourcampusshowsregardinglifeissues. ltis
now time for· me t,o withdraw my criticism.
This week, Students for Life co-sponsored the Xavier Famine with Xavier University Campus Dining Services. Students
were given the opportunity to waive their
campus meal plans on Tuesday, and their
food was donated to the needy of Cincin~
uati. More than 2tl0 students took part in
this activity. Th.is exceeded my wildest
expectations, and I can sec now that corn-

passion is still alive and well at Xavier. I would
like to thank all who took part in this project for
you sizeable sacrifice. I also wish like to thank
those who took part in the Hunger Clean-up. In
a time when human life means so little to so many
and the poor are shamelessly neglected, it is
refreshingtoseesuchoutpouringsofselflessness.
Life is a precious gift from God, and I suppose
at oue point or another, we all treat it with less
than the respect it deserves. Sometimes, we even
get caught up in ourselves enough to hate others,
or do them injury .. However, I believe that there
is something fundamentally good in all of us,
something tha~ wants to reach out Lo others with
love and compassion. One of the things I have
enjoyed most about my three-year membership
in Students for Life is that it has given me the

opportunities to embrace this better side of my
nature.
Perhaps we can't eradicate the evil of aborlion. Maybe human miseries like euthanasia,
capital ptmishment, and infanticide are here to
stay. Possibly, it is beyond our reach to ever
eliminate poverty. However, we can give aid to.
women in crisis pregnancies. We can give help.to
children, the elderly, the impoverished, ai.1d
people on death row. The social problems of our
time arc great, but even helping one person to
lead a better life is time well spent.
Together, wecanmakeadiffercnceinpeoplc's
lives. This week, you have shown me that you
care; now, show me how much.
Andrew R. Hill
president, Students for Life
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XU swings into stretch·

PORTS

BY JASON BECK
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Simeone says goodbye

So Whatcha Want
Br Russ

SmEONE

THE XAVIER NEWSWIBE

"Now it's time to say goorl-bye to each and everyone ... " (Th~s
shoulcl he familiar to all you Porky Pig/Sunday morning cartoon
fans)
Well, this is it. After an entire year of delivering senseless
babble, I must now bid farewell to you, Xavier. However·, I'm
not going lo take an entire page to do it, like some people.
(KIPP!) I woulcl just like to say thank you to all y'all who put up
with my articles throughout the year. \Vhether you agreed with
what I have written or not, I really don't care.
I would also like to take this time to express my gratitude to
the athletes from the men's basketball team and women's soccer
. team who always had time for an interview and to answei· my
questions. You made my job easier and I thank you. Some
individuals were calJed upon more than others and I would like to
thank them by name: Jenny Tombragel, Susie Welch, Amanda
Gruber, and Jodi Garrison (soccer); Michael Hawkins (good luck
at the next level) and Pete Sears (basketball). Thank you.
I would also like to thank my parents and my sister for being
with me throughout my four years at XU. I've hacl mostly good
times, but when the going did get fough, my family was always
there for me. Thanks.
'Whoa! I have to ease up. I'm was actually being serious for
once and that's not right!
With the necessities out of the way, I would like to say that I
have only one regret at this point. I am truly sorry that I did not
get to acquaint you with the greatest name in college sports until
now. That belongs to Florida A&M guard Scientific Mapp.
There, I feel better. Now I can feel good about myself as I
become primed for senior week and several frothy beverages. I
hope to see many of you during that time.
Now, I shall fully embarrass myself before all of Xavier. Barbi
Harris, would you like to go out sometime (preferably before May
13; you see, I'm graduating then)? By the way, I am fully
expecting a big "negative" on this one, but we all know I've been
wrong before. (C'mon, I had to do it. I had to win a bet. Plus,
what good would my senior year be if I failed to, at some point,
make' a total fool out of myself? I mean, other than in my
coverage of sports. And in intramural. And anytime ... OK, I get.
the picture.)
It's apparent that I am starting to babble now (some shock,
huh?), so I will bring my XU career to a close by quoting Ad-Rock
of the Beastie Boys: Like gravy to potatoes, Luke to Darth Vader,
I'm a souped up sucker and I'll see you all later!
(By the way, scope out the recruit story. I think you'll like it.)
BASEBALL CLOSES HOME SCHEDULE: The Musketeer
baseball team will host Northern Kentucky in a single game today at
3 p.m. at Hayden Field.
After a four-game series at Cleveland State, Xavier will return for
their final home series of the season when they host Wright State on
Saturday and Sunday, May 6-7.
The series against Wright State will be their MCC regular-season
finale. Both doubleheaders begin at noo11 at Hayden Field.

How apprnpriate going into
Saturday's doubleheader with
Cleveland State at Jacobs Field
that the Musketeer baseball team
is playing some American League
hall.
Despite losing two of three to
Butler last weekend and a close
matchup against Kentucky,
Xavier's bats arc showing some
pop that has been absent from
Hayden Field for a while.
Matt Meier nailed two home
runs this weekend, while Danny
Nash hit one each against the
Wildcats and Bulldogs, as the
Muskies hatted .300fortheweek.
The late-season surge ofMeie1·
and fellow senior Jeff Holcomb
have added punch to a struggling
Musketeer lineup.
"Our outfield has struggled for
some time," head coach John
Morrey said, "and the fact that
they 're doing better with Meier in
there is great. Holcomb has provided some power, so I feel like we
can put some better offense on the
board with them in the game."
Thepingofaluminumwillnecd
to he a familiar sound in the com. ing days. The Vikings are 0-8 in
the MCC, but the 3-5 Muskies
need to take three of the four
games to position themselves for
third place in the MCC East, thus
qualifying for the post-season
tournament.
What the series will mean in
standings the single game at Kentucky last W cdnesday meant in
heart. The Muskies outplay.ed
the Wildcats for eight innings,
but only after surrendering a sixrun first inning.
Down 7-0 in the fourth, Jeff
Holcomb's two-rui. homer
spurredthecomeback. Thethreehit game from Nash, plus seven
innings of relief pitching by senior Chris Shields, helped avoid
a rout.
Nash's solo home run helped
bring the Musketeers within two,
but a pair of runs in the ninth fell
short in a 9-7 defeat.
On Saturday, the Bulldogs
played well above their 15-19
record, taking both ends of the
doubleheader. Xavier was held
to five hits in a 9-1 first-game win.
Jayson Gale drove in the lone
Musketeer run in the fifth inning

with a double to score
Marty Sparks.
Butler scored
seven rims in the first
three innings of the
second game. Meier
and Mike Sak did
their best to dash a
sweep, crushing solo
home runs in the
fourth inning hefo1·e
Meier's second run of
the game brought
Xavier within 7-5 in
the fifth.
A two-run Bulldog
surge in the sixth followed by a four-run
seventh kept the
1,l10to by Ramon DeJesus
Muskies down in a 13- Se11ior pitcher Chris Shields forces a ;llfl5 defeat. Sparks and dowll 1i1Xavier's12-8 w1i1 over Butler last
Gale again helped Su11day at HaJ'den Field.
pace the scoring,
Sparks with two hits
and a run while Gale walked twice save in a 12-8 win. Jason Bolin
and scored on Holcomb's two- had a homer· and stolen base,
while Gale added two hits and a
run single.
With a losing record for the run.
Nash's two-hit, two-run game
first time this spring br·eak, the
Muskies had no intention of play- again showed his more aggressive
ing comeback on Sunday. Four- hitting, as he has raised his batrun attacks in the first and third, ting average 50 points in the last
paced by another .Meier tape- three weeks.
But for Xavier to see the
measure shot plus a Nash solo
homer, gave Shields plenty of se- postseason, major-league pitching may make the difference.
curity on the mound.
With an eight-run cushion, That's something DeVault has no
Shields plus eight-plus innings, worries about.
"I have confidence in all the
giving up four earned runs while
striking out seven. Only a three- pitchers on our roster," he said.
run Butler ninth kept him from a "We've been struggling, but all
complete game, as DeVauh seven pitchers have the talent to
pitched the last out for his fifth get us to the MCC tournament."
·-:-:·-·... ::;:·····
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Hanley bids farewell to XU
Bv KIPP DANLEY
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Good news for all you people
who couldn't stand my stories.
Mter three years of intense
sports writing, I'm finaUy
leaving the haUowed halls of the
Publications House in search of
bigger and better things. Who
am I kidding? However, in the
meantime, I'll bug you one last
time.
My years at XU have been an
absolute pleasure. Coming from
Indiana University after my
freshman year, I did not know
what to expect from Xavier.
Having an article published in
The Indiana Doily Student was
almost- as difficult as getting an
internship with the Cincinnati
Enquirer.
Therefore, when I got my
first story assignment in
September of 1992 from a
junior sports editor named
Emmett Prosser, it was a
pleasant surprise. Already, I
had found my niche, my voice
in the coUege crowd that was
drowned out in Bloomington.
I started at the Newswire
with the golf and tennis teams.
Granted, they weren't and still
aren't the most respected teams
on Xavier's campus. However,
r would like to mention that the
golf team is shooting for their
fifth straight Midwestern
Collegiate Conference
championship while the
women's tennis team went
undefeated in the conference
this year. Both Coach Doug
Steiner of the men's golf team
and Coach Jim Brockhoff of the
tennis team have been two of
the finest coaches I've worked
with in my brief career.
Over the course of the next
three years, I covered the
.gamut of Xavier sports,
everything from men's hoops to
the rifle team (whom I'd like to
mention is actually a team at
Xavier.and has, in fact, been
ranked 88 high 88 second in the
nation since I've been here.)
However, probably the
greatest thrill for me at Xavier
was walking to press row at the
Cincinnati Gardens for the first
time this yea~ and seeing my
name on the table. I felt like a
kid who was going to my first
baseball game.
Watching the players
warmup as the crowd shuffled
!Ill

, 0~

into the ·,
Gardens
mademe
recall my first ·
game on press
row as a
writer. It was
my sophomore year
and Emmett
and I drove
lOOmilcs
south to my
hometown to
witness the
Muskies take
on the
l.ouisvillc
Cardinals.
Of all the
games that
I've seen in
person in
Freedom
Hall, none
was more
exciting than
photo by Ramon D9Jeau8
this one.
Fleet-jOoted
guard,··
"The
Kippster"
drives as the
Despite the
l~vks
on.
·
huge
Russ
Simeone
fact that
Xavier lost a
hands of the undcrappreciated
hard-fought battle to Denny
Muskies. Ii was at this point in
Crum's charges, I soon realized
the season that I knew we would
what XU basketball meant to
me. This team was flat out fun
not be missing GiUen.
to watch.
From there, Xavier
From Aaron Williams and
promptly dispatched every
Tyrice Walker to Brian Grant
single MCC foe tog~ undefeated
to Jeff Massey and Michael
in the conference for the first
Hawkins, I have seen many a
time in conference history.
great hoops star grace the floor
However, like last year, I was
of the Gardens.
left with a bitter taste in my
Probably the most satisfying · mouth at the end of the season
moments for me as a new-found
when the Muskies bowed out in
Muskie fan came against
the first rounds of both the
Cincinnati my junior year and
MCC and NCAA tournament.
Ohio University this year.
StiU, I could not be happier
Xavier had lost three straight with my team, proving aU the
to the Bearcats, providing all
doubters wrong en route to an
the motivation they would need.
unbelievable 23-5 record.
I remember MCC-Newcomer of
I wish good luck in all their
the Year Jeff Massey burying
post-college endeavors to aU the
clutch threes over the likes of
seniors on the squad that made
Darnell Burton and LazeUe
my job so much fun, and I hope
Durden. However, the memory
to see "Hawk" on the NBA
that lingers in my mind the most game of the week on NBC. I
is Brian Grant sticking back a
wouldn't be happier to see a guy
Tyrice Walker miss to put the
like Hawk make it to the.Show.
game into overtime. The
So, with the year winding
GardenS'Sounded like Cameron
down and finals approaching, I
Indoor against North Carolina.
bid adieu. I hope that Xavier
December: 17, 1994, saw the
athletic.s has been half as
highly-touted Ohio University
exciting for y'all as it has been
Bobcats come into town riding
for me. Als~, for aU you readers
high on the pre-season NIT
that made me eat my
championship crown. With
predictions on the Ohio
them, they brought future NBA
University game, I'll leave you
stud Gary Trent.
with one last pick: Xavier-79,
What they brought back was
UMass-78 in the Atlantic-IO
a sorry 90-71 thrashing at the
Championship. See ya!

Campus Summer, 1995
'/j'
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Four terms, staggered starts·,
May 15 - August 18

~Fof more informatfo1tcati (513) 529-i.'50'8 x/ :~
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PUT YouR SUMMER To WoRK AT
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY CHICAGO
Early Session
Six weeks beginning May L9 {6 pm/

Middle Session
Six weeks beginning June 7

Late Session
Six weeks beginning July 5

Double (Extended) Session
Beginnirig May 19 [6 pm]
,.. I>a}\ el'e11i11g or wecke11d classes.
,.. Gmrses iu business. 11rts and sciences, ed11catio11, nursing.
,.. All courses applica/J/c to l. oyola Uuil'ersity Chicago degrees.
,.. Classes held at J. oyola'.~ J.11ke Shore (C11ia1go), \\111er 'fowcr
(C/1icago), Medical Ce11tcr (Maywood), 1111d M11//i11ckrodt
(\"i'i/111ettc) ca111p11se5.
,.. Cimvcuieut to11c/1-to11e registmtio11 (/TR) system.
~-------------------------------------------,
I THE SUMMER SESSIONS
To rccch·e )'OUr free copy
of the 19951"11eS11111111erSessio11s
: Loyola University Chicago
: 1120 N. Michigan Avenue
bulletin, return coupon or call
:chicago, IL6061 l-2196
(312)915-6501.
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OXFORD 'APARTMENTS
1'005 DANA AVENUE
Off~ tlaSng, wal,~to Xavter
University campuS. $2&5 aoc:l up. Coll
Fred, 281~ or1he oflce 474-5093-.

Looking For

A Part-time Job?
Western-Southern Life is seeking part-time Telephone
Hfstory Interviewers to work in our downtown
Cincinnati location.

Hours: Mon. - Thurs., 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Pay: s7. 15 per hour, paid vacation
J.\riienities: Fitness Center

FOunded in:Jaaa. Western-Southern life Is orje of the
country's strongest mutual insurance companies and
the cornerstone of the Western-Southern Enterprise. a
dynamic group of financial services companies. If you
would like to be part of our growing organization,
please send your resume or apply in person to:

(l)~~~!!~.Mfe
Ni Equal Opporrunity Employer
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apg), but his biggest contribution
cannot be seen in numbers.
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
knock it down from long-range.
"He hates to lose," says
Now· that Xavier has moved During· his" ~enior _seas.on,' Prosser;· "We'.want Xavier
into. the upper-echelon of Sutherlandtalli~dl2.0pomtsand basketball to be a hard-nosed,
competitive style of basketball.
conferences (Atlantic IO), the 6.0 rebounds per contest.
Says Fork Union head coach Lenny
personifies
those
men's basketball team has
decided to take its recruiting to Fletcher Arritt, "Richie's stats. qualities."
another level as well. Within the may not jump out at you; buty~u ,.. · · Also joining the family is 6-2
past week, head coach Skip have to remember that we had guard Gary Lumpkin. He
Prosser has received signed seven players on this team that averaged 19.5 points and 4.0
National Letters of Intent from earned Division I scholarships. assists for William Penn H.S.
Most players only played about during his senior campaign. He
five top-notch players.
also shot 45 percent from threeJames Posey, a 6-8 swingman half of the game."
The cagers will also be adding point land in leading his team to a
from R.B. Chamberlin H.S. in
Twinsburg, heads the list. During three guards next season, led by 23-4 record and a State Runnerhis senior season, he averaged Damell Williams. Playing in one Up finish.
"Competitiveness and leader24.5 points and 12.0 rebounds ofthetoughesthighschoolleagues ·
per game, allowing him to capture in the country, the 6-4 shooting ship are two qualities I look for in
Division II Player-of-the-Year guard from Nazareth H.S. a point guard," says Prosser.
honors in Ohio. While Posey is dropped 22.4 ppg, hauled in 7 .0 "Gary has both."
expected to log minutes playing in rpg, and tallied 3.0 steals per
Now thatthese five talents are
the paint, it would be a mistake to game.
in the hag, rumors are beginning
Williams captured MVP to swirl about what the Musketeers
discredit his outside game.
"James possesses solid : honors at a recent all-star game, are going to do with the sixth and
·perimeter skills," says Prosser. scoring 22 points.
final open scholarship. One
"Darnell is an excellent athlete player has commented that there
"He is a young player who works
hard and is going to continue to with a scorer's mentality," says is a possibility that Prosser is
Prosser. "He can slash and take trying to lure a 7-0 center.
improve."
Joining Posey at the forward the ball to the basket or he can However, that remains to be seen.
spot is Richie Sutherland. The 6- step out and hit the three."
But, while the scholarship
Another player who will don recipient is a mystery, one thing is
6, 215-pound star from Fork
Union Military Academy is also the blue and white is Lenny Brown certain. With its latest batch of
expected to have an impact. A fromMaineCentrallnstitute. The recruits, Xavier basketball has
6-2 guard put up solid stats last primed itself for the A-IO and
season (13.6 ppg, 6. 7 rpg, 3.2 entered theJandofhig-time hoops.
BY Ru~ SIMEONE

versatile player, he can bang

ins.i~e and.also has the.ability to

XU faults at MCC
BY K.Jpp
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After the "best weekend in
men's
tennis
history",
Brockhofrs crew came hack to
earth, finishing fifth in a highly
competitive MCC tournament.
The Muskies finished just four
points behind third place-Butler.
Once again, the injury hug hit
Xavier, with top singles player
Jimmy Lowery hurting his knee
on Saturday. Lowery had to
forfeit his last two matches due to
the excessive pain.
"lt(Lowery'sinjury)definitely
hurt us," said Coach Jim
Brockhoff. "However, those
things will happen."
The Muskies did have a bright
spot in the tourney, though. Greg
McDaniel, XU's number two
singles player, took thinl behind
frontrunners Notre Da~ne and
Northern Illinois.
Earlier in the week, Xavier
whipped I-75 rival Wright State,
6-1. Every Muskie won with the
Jone exception of Jimmy I..owcry.

Overall, Brockhofffelt that the
spring season was an accomplishment. XU finished 14-8 overall
wins with impressive wins over
Wisconsin-Green Bay, Toledo,
and Illinois-Chicago.
A key reason was the
leadership of the departing
seniors. Doubles player Tony
Mohwish contributed victories
against Illinois-Chicago and
Morehead State. He and doubles
partner DougKlekamp were also
the only doubles team to take wins
home against Austin Peay.
Paolo Dominguez was also an
important contributor in both
singles and doubles competition.
Dominguez had victories, as well,
.over Toledo, Wisconsin-Green
Bay, and Illinois-Chicago.
Despite
losing
senior
leadership in Mohwish and
Dominguez, BI"Ockhoff remains
upbeat ahout the immediate
futureofXavier University tennis.
"We've got a good recruiting
class and loads of people that arc
returning next year," said
BI"Ockhoff.

Geronimo:
stonning
the
mic
!VERSIONS
Preview of summer

BY SOREN BAKER

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
'

BY
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Movies

The summer is here and guess what, there is a crop of new movies
coming out, begging for your $6. 75. One of the early arrivals is the
action suspense movie "Crimson Tide," starring Denzel Washington
and Gene Hackman. ·The plot· is simple: there is a unverified
emergency report that Russian missiles have been launched, Washington wants to wait and confirm the report, but Hackman says to
attack now. What do you do? The action takes place on a submarine
in theaters near you. .
On a little different tone, this summer also has its romantic side
in "Mad Love," a passionate story about a shy young man and a
rebellious yoUllg w.oman learning about life through each other's
eyes. Chris O' Donnell and Drew Barrymore star in ~his romantic
flick about life, IOve, and sex.
·One of the most expected movi~s due out this year is Disney's
"Pocahontas," an animated masterpiece that has critics smiling.
The movie is about the romantic encounters of young Native American girl (Poeahontas) and an English settler ·named John Smith.
Disney again creates· several· lovable characters and explores the
magic and wonder of Native American culture.
. ' Last but definitely nat least is the awaited arrival of The Hughes
Brothers' sophomore project, "Dead Presidents." ltis a powerful
drama abotit a· young mim's bout witli'the world'~fte'r his return
·home from Vietnam, and the dangerous direction his life seems to be
heading.

Classic So1U1ds of the Piano
For all you Orchestra buffs out .there, this is your last chance to
hear one of the field's greats. Frank Weinstock is performing for his
season fmale May 1 in Memorial Hall, next to Music Hall. The show
~tarts at 7:30 p.m. with Weinstock's performance of Mozart's
Concerto No. 24 in C Minor K. If you have not experienced the
wonderous sounds of Weinstock, please go out and enjoy the show.

Bogart's News
Bogart's is putting a little spice in the line-up for this summer's
shows, with the likes of Grant Lee Buffalo and Spyro Gyra. Buffalo
is a Los Angeles group with a soul from Seattle. Its debut album
Fuzzywas a fresh break from the usual alternative sound. Its second
album Mighty Joe Moon, is in Grant Lee Phillips' words, "a distinct
sequence of dreams put into words with music." Buffalo has a
distinct sound that just might tickle your fancy, so give them a listen.
Catch Grant Lee Buffalo at Bogart's April 30.
Spyro Gyra, on the other hand, is a wonderfully jazzy band with
some very interesting Latin influences. It is a fall back to the elder
days of smokey jazz cltihs and· zoot suits-. The zoot suits unfortunately are not coming back, but the music should stay around for
awhile; Spyro Gyra may just make you want to dig up that zoot suit
and do the hustle or something.
See them at Bogart's on May 6.

IJve at Sudsy Malone's
The Archers of Loaf will be performing at Sudsy Malone's on
April 26. They have received glowing reviews from Ro/linK Stone,
DetaiU, and· Pulse! magazines. Loaf is on tour to promote their
sec~nd CD, Yee Yee. Their style has been described as "steeped in
countrified classic rook and gleeful noise ••• " (Spin, April 1995). Be
there.
·
·
---------------------------_,

..

' -..

. . .•
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Longevity. It is possibly the
most difficult thing to achieve as
an artist in the entertainment
industry. Why then would ~
artist remain on the DL after
releasing a debut single as
highly praised and played as
Mic Geronimo's "It's Real"?
Mic told me why in a recent
telephone interview; he was
"just chilling 'cause you can't
rush anything you want done
the right way." If the four
songs of his that I have heard
are any indication of what Mic
Geronimo's album (Take It
How It Is) has in store for the
·rap community, be ready for a
hardcore Queens influenced
· · -.·
&le photo
.album that should definitely be
Representin/f Queemfor tlie 95: Mic Ce~nimo
moving heads well into '96.
Mic has quite a reputation
The B-side to "Masta I.C." is
KRS One, Mic admires the
already even though he has just
"Time To Build," which is
work of Grand Puba, Brand
released his second single
·Nubian and LL Cool J .
possibly my favorite track of
"Masta I.C." He has interMic's. The chorus contains a.
As for tlie infliix ~f the West
viewed the'Golden State
, ··.· \ ' sample of Hakim.and the song
Coast sound irirap;Mic
Warrio.rs' Tint Hardaway for
explained how New York
features additional vocals by Ja
The Source. He has also been
Rule, JZ and DMX~ a pounding
rappers are "thinking about
the target Qf Bue Wild, a young
bass track and commanding .
eating, ~ving, breathing ... we
writer who made some less than
horns. They decided to get
don't relax as much" in life in
pleasant remarks about Mic's
together and record the song
general and in their music as
past. Instead of exploding and
well, while he sees West Coast
because it is "time [for rappers]
"representing," Mic looks at the
artists as being "all about being
to say 'stop [fakin'], say
situation maturely realizing "a
the biggest mack or [having the
something that is worthwhile on
lot of people don't know how to
the microphone."' With rap's
most] jewels." He doesn't
frown .upon their type of music,
laugh stuff off." As a rapper,
popularity in the mainstream,
he just thinks "It's sad that they
"you assume the spotlight." He
Mic feels "everyone has a fair
added that nothing beneficial
shot" at getting a deal, but at
don't want to give up respect"
to the originators of the
would have come of a physical
the same time, he hopes
confrontation. If only other
aspiring rappers wouldn't
artform.
Queens has experienced a
rappers would live by his
"rhyme if [they didn't] have
example.
.
recent renaissance with the
what it takes." In New York
emergence ofNas and the latest
Charisma is something Mic
especially, fans "don't want to
obviously possesses. Producers
work by superstar veteran acts
hear what isn't relative to
like LL Cool J and A Tribe
Large Professor, Q-Tip,
what's happening or real."
Called Quest. Take It Like It Is
Diamond, and DJ Premier all
Mic is "not trying to follow
anybody's style." He believes it will show the world "what
~xpressed interest in working
is "time for something new" and Queens MCs are all about."
with Mic on his album. Due to
Mic closed the interview with a
schedule conflicts, however,
expects his album to "put it all
message to his fans: "Thanks
together and make it all
Mic will be working with Da
for your support. Live your life
complete." He cites the mighty
Beatminerz, Mr. Walt, Mobb
to the fullest. Buy the album
KRS One as an artist who
beep, Buckwild and DJ Irv.
when it comes out in August." I
always brings all he has to the
Although he was looking
know I'll be the first one in line.
forward to working with a wider microphone. Mic admits that
"If it wasn't for him a lot of
range of producers, he is
[stuff] wouldn't have hapcontent with how things are
pened" in the rap world. KRS
turning out. In fact, he had
has
a rare talent, he is able to
recorded enough material for
present
music "in a way that
an.album but decided to scrap it
(makes)
people want to hear
because he was not pleased with
you
more."
He also "gives you
the results. Mic boasts that the
knowledge,
and
you want to
new album will be "twenty ti.mes
learn
more."
In
addition to
better."
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A bit(e) of theatre
BY SOREN BAKER
BY KIRK LISKIEWI'IZ

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Even with the recent commercial success of the movie of
"Dracula," I had been eagerly
awaiting the arrival of Cincinnati
Playhouse in the Park's
"Dracula" for several months. After seeing the play, I am glad to
report that my expectations were
not only met but exceeded by the
masterful performance.
The actors were obviously enthused about bringing Hamilton
Deane and John L. Balderston's
script to life. Energy and spirit
ooze throughout the performance
and the actors were often rewarded generously with applause
by the audience.
Although you may he familiar
with different versions of vampire legends, this story centers on
Dr. Arthur Seward (Donald
Christopher), Abraham Van
Helsing (James Doerr), and
Jonathan Harker (Chris
Hietikko) trying to keep Lucy
Seward (Nancy Bell) from being
overcome by Count Dracula's
(Ray Dooley)power. Dr. Seward
is Lucy's father, Harker is her

Dillon 0 'Brien's debut alhu~,
· "Sc_enes from my Last Confession;" is an fu~lusive story of his
life from his birth to the birth of
his son. A spirituality is achieved
through
O'Brien's poetic lyric
me photo
writing and original musical comRay IJ.ooley as Dracula
position.
DiU011: chillin 'oil tlw streets efBaltimore
Dillon had been well educated
fiancee and Van Helsing is a medimusically
before
his
currentjump
nothing
about
song writing, hut_ fying voice of Dillon O'Brien to
cal expert who is called in when
take me on as his that of Timothy B. Schmit of the
also
asked
him
to
towards
stardom.
He
has
studied
Lucy develops the same sympat
Towson
State
University
and
student."
Quite
an
honor consid- Eagles or the folk style of Paul
toms as Lucy's deceased friend
the
Peabody
Conservatory
in
ering
Mann
was
an idol of Simon.
Mina.
·
Baltimore.
lnadditiontohisstudO'Brien's.
Dillon closed his biography
Special effects are difficult to
with
a strong sentiment towards
iesofgeneralmusictheory,Dillon
O'Brien
definitely
spills
his
pull off in any play. "Dracula's"
concentrated
his
efforts
on
the
thoughts
on
the
table
with
themes
former
regret along with hope for
special effects were executed .to
classical
piano
while
attending
ofreligious
hypocrisy,
adolescent
future
accomplishment. "I've
perfection .even though they were
corrupt
materialized
Towson.
This
album
is
evidence
sexuality,
tried
to
unhrainwash myself, to
extremely difficult to produce. that
his
studying
has
paid
off.
marriages
and
the
real
uncondisee
the
world
as an adult and face
From explosions to fog to elevated
O'Brien
has
enjoyed
the
pleational
power
of
love.
The
first
down
my
childhood
fears ....
cast members to reappearing~nd
suresofworkingWithmanygreat"
and
last
of
these
themes
seem
to
People
come
to
confuse
the symdisappearingcharacters, the speartists
of
yesterday
and
today.
ring
the
truest
with
songs
like
bols
that
they
were
taught
as chilcial effects added a dimension to
Among
these
are
Joe
Cocker,
"Catholic
Boys"
and
"Something
dren
with
reality.
I
wantto
getat
the play usually reserved for mo-:
Ringo
Starr,
Paul
Young,
J:D.
almost
Sacred."
the
spirituality·
behind
the
symtion pictures.
Souther,
andBarry
Mann.
Mann,
There
is
a
true
clairvoyant
inbols
and
get
rid
of
all
the
pollu"Dracula" runs until May 18.
now a soitg writing instructor at sight to O'Brien's writing that tion."
For more information call Cin·
UCLA
said of O'Brien's_ gift, leaves a lump in the hack of your
· Check this one out. It is a
cinnati Playhouse in the Park at
"When
I
heard
Dillon's
tape,
I
throat
as
you
feelthe
power
ofits
passionate
change from the usual
(513) 345-2242.
not only knew I could teach him • meaning. lwouldequatethepaci- '90s style.

XU STUDENTS:
SUMMER HOUSE AVAIIABLEI
Near campus; great lodti~nf
Washer/dryer/dishwasher
Yougetyourownroom.,.
'
FullPatio/Porch
.,,.
r
Utilities: paid
' .
"l:" ·
'--'... _
• Air conditioned
• 3 month lease
~1,'0
• Owner is XU grad!
~

•
•
•
•
•

-"'? \:~ ~

Call: 351-3652 or 556-1094
for more information
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Some new summer sounds
Slaughtalwuse, Ace along with Baskin Robbins .. If you are lookfellow MCs Lord Digga, Paula ing for a smooth album that flows
BY SOREN BAKER
Perry, and Leschea provides lyr- easily from track to track, go elseTHE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
ics saturated with multiple me~n where. He sings, shouts, raps
ings. Ace wanted this album to and virtually everything else posVarious Artists-The /J&D provide the Brooklyn bass. With sible on the alhuni, making it
standout cuts like "Born To Roll," among the most innovative prodProject
This compilation has the po- ~'Sittin' on Chrome" and "Ter- ucts to date. Meriihers of the Wu
tential to go down in history as the ror," he has accomplished his goal show up on several cuts. The
best collaborative rap effort ever while at the same time producing - RZA produces and raps on
manufactured. Accomplished a New York style album with the "Cuttin' Headz," which features
producers like Dres, Nikke deep bass sounds usually found more of the ill piano loops he is
Nicole, The 45 King, and T .R. _ only on Southern styled music. becoming famous for. Initially
Love have teamed up with new The intros.on Sitt1i1 'Oil Chrome you might find ODB's style anartists and the reslllts are lovely. are hilarious no matter how many noying, but give it a chance, you
·
If that isn't enough, DJ ~remier times you hear them. Ace pro- might he surprised.
Mack IO-Mack JO
provides the rhythm on "1,2 Pass claims "I'll rock your boat like
Another one of Ice Cube's
It," which features Mad Lion, Noah" on "Da Answer." Believe
homies is about to release a solo
Doug E. Fresh, KRS One, Fat it.
_,QI', Dirty Bastard-Retum album. Mack 10, who was feaJoe, Smif-n-Wessun and Jeru the
Damaja. The album is worth to the 36 Chambers: The Dirty tured on the soundtrack of "FriVersioll
. day," delivers the kind of raps
_having for that cut alone.
When the Wu-Tang Clan ex- the West Coast has become faMasta Ace lncorporatedploded on the scene in 1993, the mous for. His stories focus on
Sittin 'on Chrome
On his third album, this Juice world was exposed to a loosely growing up in Los Angeles and the
Crew alum'and his crew continue knit organization who would experien~e he has hadin the neighto come at you with something a prove to he among the most influ- borhood. The beats are funky
little clifferent from the standard - ential in the business.
smoothed out· instrumentation
ODl:l'sdebutisthese.condsolo and mid-tempoed drum tracks •
fare.
Maintaining_ the groove he project froni Wu-Tang MCs and Fans of West Coast rap would be
started with the last album, it features more flavors than foolish to overlook this one.
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Mike Watt flies the freak flag at Bogart's
BY ROBERT W. GmsoNs
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Mike Watt was flyin' the flannel when
I met up with him at Daniel's Pub in
l:lifton Wefloesday evening just prior to
his sold-out show at Bogart's.
We drank Coca-Colas and discussed
the bass guitar, his new Album Ball-Hog
or Tugboat?, and the evolution of punk
rock. .
"My whole point of view is kind of
biased towards the bass," Watt confessed. "The bass was treated like a
kazoo for years; not even a real instrument. For my twentieth record I
thought we'd try something I've never
done. I wanted to have the tail wag the
dog.
"Usually the bass is the last thing
added, but these guys came in and all
they had to work with was the bass lines.
"It opens it up for them to put their
weird personality in. I thought if the
bass parts were written right maybe
anyone can come in and play drums,
sing, play guitar.
"That's what the title of the record
means. Will Watt be the ball-hog or the
tugboat? Will I bogart or will I be the
nurturing set-up man? It's a trippy
thing."
When asked how he ~~~ag~d to
round up such amazing star-power for
his supporting cast on the new record
(Eddie Vedder, Frank Black, Evan
Dando, J. Mascis, Dave Pirner, to name
but a f~w), Watt shrugged and replled "I
just called 'em up and .said, 'Hey, I'm
making this wrestling record. Do you
want to get in the ring with me?
"I just wanted to make a record with
some friends. It wasn't supposed to be a
We Are The World sooperjam."
At face value the album can easily be
interpreted as such, but Watt defends
his new recording agai~st the major label
it appears on, as well as the recent
disclaimers which have tainted recent
opinions of Indy-loyal critics.
"The problem is the celebrity-itus,"
claims. Watt. '"I was going to use fake ·
names- You know: The Seattle
Crusher, The Pedro Punisher.....
"But at the last minute I decided not
to because there's a lot of people on the
record that nobody talks about. In a
way it was a chance for me to get back in
touch with my scene.
"But I don't blame people for being
so skeptical because.there have been so
many scams run on them. I think record
companies are getting more and more
like phone companies.
"HI want to talk to you from Pedro,
I can't use the alternative phone
company. But i( they (larger companies)

start coming on line and telling me what
.. to say I'm gonna hang up.
"A lot of young people get their info
from songs, probably more than the
newspaper. There's a weird kind of
responsibility.
"But there are a bunch of lazy guys
that think they're artists and want the
record companies to do things for them.
The same guys complain after the fact
about being controlled when they, from
the get-go, wanted to be little clones,
little robots.
"Those guys are the sell-outs.
They're buying into a lifestyle. They
want something that isn't about music
and taking chances and letting the freak
flag fly.
"If you try to change your sound to
accommodate the crowd then, yeah, I
would call that a sell-out."
Speaking as a child of the 70's, Watt
briefly dabbled in punk.rock's heroic
history to demonstrate the effect it has
on the kids of today as they struggle to
earn a name for themselves.
"Look at my gray hair," Watt
demanded while tugging on it. "I
learned lessons that I would never want
to have to go through again. I can't go
.. ~~c.lc~ i,~am1ot be a.young a~d naiye. ..
punk-rocker.
"One of the parts of punk that I love
and have never grown out of is being in
control of your own scene. Taking
responsibility. But if you've got 400
guys on the payroll no wonder Townsend
came out with ' ... Squeezebox.'
"The guys who couldn't fit in with
that arena rock thing made their own
little world. These questions I get asked
today like 'What about Green Day?'
'What about being co-opted?' 'What
about punk being the main music?' I
never had to deal with all this. It was me
and D. Boone, a couple of SST guys,
against the world.
"But now, fifteen years later, it's
different. I could have never guessed it
would become so popular.
"They tried to kill us for years, you
know. But here's a neat thing about
punk that it really can't.die. This idea of
disenfranchising. Being self-sufficient.
Taking up guitars against the state and
playing for all the little viruses, no
matter who's marketing it.
"Bacteria never had to evolve; very
successful. lt'didn't have some shady
guy saying 'hey, let's take.it up another
level.'
"But you're always going to have to
be pushing yourself, no matter how
people perceive you .. Like Popeye says,
'I am what I am.' But what you do with
it is important.

"The audience I play for I think
demands a lot. They don't want that
feel-good thing. They want stuff that's
kind of difficult for them instead of just
delivering the good times;"·
A Popeye that looks more like Bluto
took the stage at Bogart'11 later that
evening with his thunderbroom and
spiel-wheeling tongue.
And yes folks, the rumors were true.
Eddie Vedder was in town with Watt's
circus of stars.
Vedder remained left-of-center for
the show's entirety allowing Watt to let
his freak flag reveal all it's freaky colors
without too much disruptive clamor
from starstruck MTV heads in the
audience.
Watt opened with a fIREHOSE tune,
closed with a fIREHOSE tune, and
jammed new tunes as well as old Minutemen and more fIREHOSE stuff in
between the crusts of his musical chow
burger at Bogart's that evening.
Make no mistake about it, folks,
although Mike Watt's disbanded name is
now selling out concert halls and is
joined by that of a major record comp~ny on his latest recording Ball-Hog or

Mike as LOrry

Tugboat?, he has by no means sold out
to the manipulative hand of the market.
He took up his bass against the state
in Clifton, and he will continue doing
this zany thing they call music his way or
noway at all.

Seattle's Mad Season
BY R1cK McCARTY
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

The new release Above from Mad
Season is very refreshing because the
beauty of the album lies in it's simplicity.
It is a raw, gritty, sometimes dirty mix of
heavy rock and blues. The band started
as an informal jam session between·
friends six months ago, and progressed
into what is one of the best albums of the
gradually builds up into a driving
year.
.
The members of Mad Season include
tornado.
Pearl Jam's guitarist Mike McCready,
· Surprisingly, Staley's vocals are not
Alice in Chains vocalist Layne Staley,
standing out over the music like much of
Screaming Trees drummer Barrett
his later work with.Alice in Chains. He
Ma~tin, and bassist John Baker
never really "over-sings" as he is usually
Saunders. All bring distinctive styles
prone to do, and his lyrics fit very well
from their regular projects,.but the
with the bluesy tone of the whole album.
difference is the extremely solid and
Since the band is basically a jam
session, Above contains very few overtasteful playing of Baker.
He brings an amazing bluesy backdubs and feels and sounds very live,
which. is why ·it is such a good album. It
ground for Staley's dark vocals, and
McCready's Hendrix-esque runs. Baker is not overproduced like most releases
and Martin provide an incredilily solid
today, it captures the power and emotion
rhythm section which is evident on every of tliise diverse group.
Hopefully Mad Season will decide to
track.
Martin himself plays drums, percustour, because they are too good to not
·experience live. ·But for now, you should
sion, upright bass, cello, marimba, and
vibes. ·His diversity is most evident on
at least check them out on record,
because if you really like P~arl Jam or
the best track on the album, "November
Hotel,'' a dynamic instrumental blues . Alice in Chains, Mad Season should
jam. The song begins .with Martin laying show what things they might be capable
of if ce~ egos were set aside.
down a dark, tribal rhythm, then it" ·
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April 28 · . . ·
• Welcomebiick ~estu.dents ..
•Ding!!!·· Dong!!! The Strike
who've taken their sabbactical
isover! Thefieldisready! OpeninNicaragua! Theirarrivaltime
ing day for the Cincinnati Reds!
. in Cincinnatiis8p.m. ! There're
Get a. ball park frank~ a brig of
just in time to see the . Xavier
peanuts, and a cool beer.and en·folk cram and cry over tmals
joy America's favorite pastime.
week.
·
·
•Circle K is having another
Teeter Totter.Marathon at the
Brick Square near .B.rockman
Hall. Proceedsbenefitthelodin~
April27
Deficiency Disorder cause.
•"Visions of Journey," an
Bring your spare change and
art display featuring the works
padding and ride the wood!!!
of senior Amy Backert is being
exhibited in the art gallery in
the Cohen Center. The works
April29
·
·
will be displayed W.til April 28.
•"The
XU
Scavenger
Hunt"
The Gallery' is open .Monday
will commence at l p.m. iDfront
thru Friday, noon to 4 p.m.
of
the SAC offi~~. There is a $5
Backert's ·work is some of the
registration
fee' ~d a limit of
finest I've seen. Don't miss this
five
people
per.
team. SAC is .
opportunity to support. a fellow
giving
away
$60()in
loot!!!
student.
April26

thursday
a

sattirday

I

positions available. Apply in
person after2pm. 2637 Erie Avenue, Hyde Park Square.
ATTN. ALL STUDENTS!!
Over $6 Billion in private sector
grants & scholarships is now
available. Allstudent8areeligilile.
letushelp. Formoreinfo.call: 1000-263-6495 ext.F55641.
CRUISE SlllPS lllRING
Travel the world while earning an
excellent income in the cruise ship
and Land-Tour industry.
SeasonalandfuO-timeemployment
. available. Noexp.necessary. For
info. call l-206.;.634-0468
ext.C556l3.
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Mayl
Are you up late studying??? ·
Listen to wild & sexy Xavier stu.;.
dent, Johnny Calzone play the.
best in alternative/ modern rock
on WVXU 91.7 FM. Air time is
2:30 to 5 a.m.
•Well kids, Jen has gone the · ·
way of the Dooo, into the Real
World and left me, Calendar;~
Man to take her place. I know f: ' .
will a~noy you just as much as
she did. Farewell to the Xavier
class of '95 and good luck. -j.

**HOUSE FOR RENT**
Available in May or August.·.
Four bedroom, CentralAir, $210 ·
perstudentpermonth. Formore
information, call 769-5240.

SUMMER WORK in the
Cincinnati area. College Pro
Painters is now interviewing for
summer work painting home
exteriors.· No experience needed,
all training provided .. Earn $5-$9
per hour and get a great tan! Call
772-8223 and ask for David for
more information; E.O.E.

LOVING PERSON to care
for two children ages 2&4 in my
Anderson home. Mon. & Wed.
from8:30amto6pm. 624-9892.

Join the. real world with the· right ·career•.
We're Hewitt Associates LLC, a global benefits consulting firm
based in suburban Chicago. You'll find us listed in The 100 Best
Companies To Work For In America. And due to our unparalleled
growth, we're out to find the best candidates for career entry
analyst opportunities in our innovative client-server environment. ·
Formal training will be provided. If you have an outstanding
GPA, an analytical mind, and the desire to get into exciting
project work right away. lets find out more about each other:
Send your resume including GPA (transcript preferred! to:
Dave.Ouinn,;Hewitt Associates LLC, P.O. Box 221, Lincolnshire, IL
60069. Or, fax to 708•883•0076. Equal Opportunity Employer.

•

Hewitt Associates
Helping Clients Around The World Improve Business Results Through People.

CLIFTON FAMILY SEEKS
energetic education students to
carefor3&6yr. old this summer. ·.
You will accompany them on
variousoutinjgi(pool,hikes,etc.). ·
Need car. Suzanne 751-2129.

CHILDCARE NEEDED in .
my Wyoming. home. 4am 8:30am, Mon.-Fri. Must ·be ·
dependable & able to take 5 yr.
old to school; -call 761-1534.
COLDIBON CONCESSIONS ' i
Earn $~ per hour working
· weekends at Cincinnati area
festivals. Forafunandrewarding
surnnler, call 761-9911
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HAVE vo·µ GRADUATED?
...from your
parents health
insurance plan

If yo1,1 are no longer eligible for coverage ·
under your parent's health insurance plan,
Am.erlcan Community has a plan designed .
for you.

The OPTl-MED is an affordable major medical
expense plan which offers an optional dental
benefit. Your choice of three deductibles
enables you to design a plan that.fits your
health. care needs - . and your wallet!
fORJ.~

MO

.

American Community

·MuCuAl lnsuro\nt.e Company

.. ,.......:,.,..

f"!timt °"1'9 • Llv:tN1, Michigan

For more informadon coni1ct:

T,' I ol .r I I'

'-~··

monday

"Would you like fries with that
sandwic.h?" "Paperorplastic?" Are
you tired of asking these questions?
Ready for a new job in a rewarding
field? Come join our team and assist
people with disabilities in their daily
living skills. .We are currently
interviewing for Resident Progr~.
SpecialistsandMerutimeAssistants.
Flexible and varied hours available.
Please call 398-1020 for more
·information.

ATTN.XAVIER STUDENTS
TWO BEDROOM APT. for
Now Hiring to Canvas for our rent, less than a mile from X. U.,
advertising department. 3:00- l bath, window A/.C, ceiling fans,
8pm M-F. No experience _ fenced. backyard, washer and
needed. $10.00/hr. +bonuses. dryer hoolmps, off-street
Call Sara,12-2pm at9844141.
parking. Call 321-3405.

-

• ':..·

April30
"The Hills are Alive••• "
"Don't get ai'.ound much ... "
.·"OOOOOk;-•.lahoma ..• "
. · Catcli the Spring Show Choir
Extravagait_za at the University
Center Theatre as they perform
theirshow, "lOOYearsolBroadway.,, Admission is free and the';
festlvities begin at 7:30 p.m. So
forget Chemistry II and that
term paper for a couple of hours
and see some of the best singing
talent Xavier has to ofter.

Classifieds
INDIGO IS lllRING
Servers, Line Cooks andBIJ!!Sers.
Full time, part time and seasonal

"
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1 .
ACROSS
1 Promontor'f
s Book of.maps
10 Small area- . 1-;.;.-+---1-+-11
14 Throw
1soense
16 Heal •..
17 Of the mouth
18 Cellular
structures
.20 Move to and tro i-;....+-""""4._+-,,....33
21 Nuisance·· .~ ·,
22 Cook in :the
· .._. ...,........'-"oven
, .,.
23 B.angor's state
25 Phase
27 Platforms
29 Loving touche!\
33 Irrigate
34 Dinner course
35 Cap
36 Wading bird
37 --niner (gold
rush man)
51
38 Volcanic rock
39 Distress signal
&1
40 Afflicted with a
.__~__...._..&.,;._
joint disease
o:s~~.Setvices, inc.
41 Morsels
42 Four-baggers
ANSWERS
5 Where the
44 Zestful
Parthenon is
flavor
6 The ones there
45 Fat of swine
7 Fuzz of fabric
46 Guiding
8 Hole in one
principle
9 Firmament
47 Swiftness
1O Large ladles
50 Singing voice
11 Cougar
51 Modern
12 Spherical bodies ..,,..~--.,,,.
54 Mail service
13 Trial
57 Change the
19 Set of beliefs
decor
21 Wharf
58 One
24 Lifetimes·
59 Got up
25Brackish
60 Therefore
26 Salver
61 Lairs
27 Rustling sound
62 Blunder
28 Social
63 Dipped into
prohibition
coloring
29 Grocery
vehicles
DOWN
49 Ireland
41 Wagers
30 Letter paper
1 Dog with a
43 Votes into office 50 Blessing
blackish tongue 31 Roof edges·
52 Border
44 Personnel list
32 Shatter
2 Invisible
53 Golf club
46 Billiards shot
34 Noise
emanation
55 Science building
47 Potato
37 Petit3 Practical
48 Sheet of window 56 Paid athlete
38 Cheerful song
approach
57 Scarlet
glass
40 Mark
4 Building wing

,..

-~·,

Horoscope
Taurus (April 20- May 20). You 're the key
player in a game of frishee this week. You will have an
enc~unter with large amounts of bologna. You could
have trouble with your mate hut you don't have one, so
beware of one with your mom. Please don't wear tight
shorts this week. Your lucky number is one and a half.

c.oNC.~l.E.P

WEA.PON!•.. ·
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now,
controls

Mr. Fnunpy's

Fun
Page

DOMIN0
S
PIZZA
Serving Xavier University!
1

Call ·US

Now
Hiring!

3915. Mon~omery Road

•

HOURS: 11AM-1.:30AM SUNDAY· THURSDAY• 11AM~2:30AM FRIDAY a SATURDAY
~--~-~---~-,~~~~~~~-~~~,~---~--~-~-,~~---~-~~~-,
I Large One Topping Piu.a I I
.
.
.
11 .~edium One Toppmg 11 . . .
.
I

I~

11 Pizza an~ One Order of ·I I T~sty Bread only$.~ I
I
Buffalo Willgs with any . 11
.TWJSty Bread!
11
with ADJ~·
I
$7•99·
·
urchase! ·
II · · $6 99
· ·11
11
. Nol.µnit! 15 99
I
I
P
11
•
.
.
.
.
MINIMUM
DB.JVERY
·
I
I
I
I
MINIMUM DELIVERY $5.99
MINIMUM DELIVERY $5.99
.
MINIMUM DELIVERY $5.99 .
.·
.
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ans One Order of Twisty
Bread! .

.$2 •99

.1 I
11
11

·

.. .

· ~--- exPIRES SOONI

.

~~ EXPIRES SOOHI ·

.-

.............. EXPIRES SOON!

.............. EXPllES SOON!

L~-·-------~L·-------~-~L----~-----~~----~-----~
NEED A SUMMER JOB THAT WILL BE INTERESTING
. & LOOK GREAT ON YOUR RESUME? ·
INTERVIEWERS
Market Research is not selling, but involves collecting data on interesting
research studies.
Whether you are saving fcpr tUition, a car, or to move out on your own; the
income you eam at MATRIXX will help you acheive the goals you have set
for younelf.
ftexible ScheduJinR, choose from a 3, 4, or S shift work sehedule. Also,
you can rearr&111e your schedule each quarter to meet your college or
personal schedule.
Interviewers start at t6.00. Plus a quarterly bonus is given for working S
shif'ts.per week. A higher starting w111e is comidered for pnor market
retiearch experience.
QUALIFICATIONS: 17 years pf 111e or o~er, able to follow detailed
instructiom, excellent handwriting, outstanding speakinR skilh, and typing/
keyboard experience. ·
Apply in person Monday • Friday, 9am • 9pm at the 3rd ftOor Research
Center (see addreu and phone nwnber below)~
·

Faz Re1111M 10: D,.,,,J,,._, R~ll Ce111er Manapr, (514) 4511-258$, or

SUPERVISORS
The Supervisor position is an ouldallding oppolunity for an entry level
position in the rield or market reeearch. This • 'iiot a ll1lllllllfll' job, but '
a run time profeBBional position• While still in eollege, you . . pin the
skills and experience you need to pow with MATRIXX and advanee in
a stimulating and challellling career.
·
This position is well BUited for eollep students atudying manapment,
' marketing, eonununicatioias, or BOCial seienees. You will gain rll"8l hand
experience in p~uct development, adverlising, eOll8UIDer nlatioDB,
and personal management.

The ideal eandidate would h~~e I year .experienee a a market neeareh
Supervisor OR exteDBive experienee as a high level Interviewer. But
don't he discour111ed. We reeopiae amlJition and determination .ft
·two main inpedienl8 whieh make an exeellent Supervisor. We will
eoDBider all applieanl8 who lack experienee hut have eompleled eOUl'llfl8
in marketing, atalilltieti,. reeeareh or ~er. related fielde. Convinee •
that 'you are the person for. the job.

AD Supervisor eandidatee 1DUll he:

~ detail onented, 'aeeanae, .... organiaed
· • ~xilile with ......... and aYe to work long hoan • •eeded
-Die to handle malti'1e ...... wilhoal ·a mediale ...,...,....
• aYe to perf'orm
ill a tpiek paeed en.aro-a

w•

